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Shaolin Sisters
When Megan Amano dreams, she travels to a place called Meridian University. Traditionally, spirits travel to the University
to be educated before they are reborn into the world of the living. Megan, however, is still alive and attends college in
Santa Monica, California by day and Meridian University at night. One night, Megan peers through the the shutter of her
camera lens and discovers a mystery so deep that she begins to question her own existence and begins her search for
answers.
The newly reunited sisters, Julin, Kalin, and Seilin, are forced to stop fighting over family secrets when their common
enemy, Bai Wang, appears and steals one of their magic bells.
For centuries, the Order of St. Vertinez has used whatever means necessary to protect Catholic interests around the world.
The autonomous order reports to no one, not even the Pope, for its deeds would leave blood on the soul of any man. Years
ago, while investigating an ancient artifact in the American West, the Order inadvertently released the fallen archangel
Temozarela from centuries of imprisonment. Now the Order has returned to clean up its mess, and this time, no one will
live to tell the tale.
Vascar De Guillon was once willing to give his life for the cross, serving as a knight in the crusades.Then one day he
received word from home that his wife had been burned alive by the church, and Sir Vascar’s faith was shat- tered.
Consumed by rage, he made a pact with the fallen archangel Temozarela, becoming his agent in the mortal world and
slaughter- ing countless innocents. When De Guillon is brought to trial for his sins, the church sends their top priest to
serve as prosecutor-- Belial Gabarre. The prosecutor finds his own soul on trial when De Guillon uses any means at his
unholy disposal in his attempt to corrupt Belial's faith.
Shaolin Sisters Volume 1
Van Von Hunter manga volume 1
Reel Asian
Shaolin Sisters: Reborn
Heaven Above Heaven Volume 1
Volume 2
After Soichiro threatens Yukino's status as most popular, Yukino tries to regain her idol-like popularity, struggling with her own inner problems
while they develop a unique relationship.
In a forgotten abbey in the American West, a great evil has remained trapped, hidden from human eyes for hundreds of years...until now. A
team of Vatican researchers have discovered the Domas Porada, a sarcophagus that holds the spirit of the fallen angel Temozarela. With the
help of frontier priest Ivan Isaacs, they have opened it. Big mistake. Freed from centuries of captivity, Temozarela can at long last begin his
desecration of God’s Earth, but in his weakened state he needs the help of his unholy apostles. In order to fight back, the dying Ivan must
make a pact with the devil Belial for a second chance at life. Ivan only wanted proof of God’s existence—what he got instead was eternal
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damnation.
Centuries after the three Kenga sisters' battle to save the world from their father, a modern-day girl named Julin begins having dreams about
an age of martial arts and, after receiving a bell from a little bird, meets a mysterious man who tells her she must take up the ancient fight.
Three sisters and princesses with supernatural powers must confront and defeat Bai Wang before she destroys the world.
Ballad of a Fallen Angel
The Art of Chuka Shaolin
Shaolin Sisters
Pale Rider's Chorus
Model Volume 6
Priest manga volume 7

Megan awakens from a dream to find that she is back in Merridiah University, and now attending school in this
afterlife as a full time exchange student. It is December 25th and she is told that she will remain a part of the
Shutterbox Exchange Programme at Merridiah for a year. But what about her life on Earth? Megan is certain she
has completely vanished from her home world and she knows her mother must be hysterical...
Before Ivan Isaacs became the undead pilgrim who battles Temozarela's forces, he was just a mortal man with the
usual human failings. Orphaned at an early age, Ivan was adopted by Jacob Isaacs, a wealthy frontiersman who
wanted his only daughter, Jenna, to have a companion. In the solitude of the Isaacs' homestead, the two siblings
developed stronger feelings than their father or society would allow. To escape from his desire, Ivan entered
seminary, where he found a new interest: the study of ancient religions. Nine years later, Father Ivan Isaacs is still
haunted by memories of his true love. But a new figure has begun appearing in his dreams—a Knight Templar, a
holy defender of the crusades. Now Ivan stands at a crossroads. One path leads to ancient demons, the other to a
forbidden love.
The forces of evil have come back to rip peace from the twice-peaceful Kingdom of Dikay! The land's only hope
lies in the one man, who many years ago vanquished the evil tyranny: Van Von Hunter, Hunter of Evil... Stuff!
Together with his loyal memory-challenged sidekick, he faces off against the deposed, former ruler of Dikay, who
has come back to reclaim his throne!
Though the baptism of blood continues, one last sanctuary for the afflicted remains. Nera, the guardian saint of
Windtale, will not remain silent as a sheep before slaughter when evil moves in on her beloved flock. With her
resurrected wolf Bendo, she will bear fangs against Ivan Isaacs, Temozarela or anyone else who threatens their
way of life.
Volume 9
Sgt. Frog Volume 8
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Accidentally Save A CEO
Reborn
Shaolin Sisters 4
Asian Canada on screen
Fifteen year-old orphan Julin Kenga always thought that she was an only child until Master Yoh gives her a magical bell and tells
her to find her two older sisters.
Julin Kenga always thought that she was an only child and the heiress to her martial arts clan. So when an old kung-fu master
gives her a magical bell and tells her to find her two older sisters, it comes as quite a surprise. She must find them quickly, as the
evil King Baiwon is trying to capture the three bells that the Kenga sisters hold. Julin finds one sister, Kalin, in a nearby town, but
the oldest sister, Seilin, is a pirate captain who won't believe that the other two are her sisters unless they defeat her in combat.
Sgt. Keroro, a frog-like alien, and his special-forces invasion team, are cut off from their planet and take refuge with the Hinata
family, where they are watched by two children, Fuyuki and Natsum, as they plot to take over the Earth.
ESSENTIAL COMICS VALUES ALL IN COLOR! COMICS SHOP is the reliable reference for collectors, dealers, and everyone
passionate about comic books! THIS FULL-COLOR, INDISPENSABLE GUIDE FEATURES: • Alphabetical organization by comic
book title • More than 3,000 color photos • Hundreds of introductory essays • Analysis of multi-million dollar comics' sales • How
covers and splash pages have evolved • An exclusive photo to grading guide to help you determine your comics' conditions
accurately • Current values for more than 150,000 comics From the authoritative staff at Comics Buyer's Guide, the world's
longest running magazine about comics, Comics Shop is the only guide on the market to give you extensive coverage of more
than 150,000 comics from the Golden Age of the 1930s to current releases and all in color! In addition to the thousands of comic
books from such publishers as Marvel, DC, Dark Horse, and Image, this collector-friendly reference includes listings for comic
books from independent publishers, underground publishers, and more!
Priest manga volume 4
Mind Fist:
Priest manga volume 6
iD_eNTITY Volume 1
ShutterBox manga volume 2
Secrets of Phoenix Eye Fist Kung Fu
Roto, Boromid, and Ah-Dol are average people with average problems, but when they enter the virtual world of Lost Saga, they are
heroes who face many adversaries, and they must always be ready since murder can happen with the click of a mouse.
Everybody thinks Syrah is the golden girl. After all, her father is Ethan Cheng, billionaire, and she has everything any kid could possibly
desire: a waterfront mansion, jet plane, and custom-designed snowboards. But most of what glitters in her life is fool's gold. Her halfPage 3/8
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siblings hate her, her best friend's girlfriend is ruining their friendship, and her own so-called boyfriend is only after her for her father's
name. When her broken heart results in a snowboarding accident that exiles her from the mountains-the one place where she feels free
and accepted for who she is, not what she has-can Syrah rehab both her busted-up knee, and her broken heart? Justina Chen Headley
writes with an engaging wit and a powerful, distinct voice. Her first novel, Nothing But the Truth (and a few white lies) was a Border's
Original Voices nominee, a Book Sense pick, and received a starred review from Publisher's Weekly: "Headley makes an impressive debut
with this witty, intimate novel."
When Jai meets a handsome stranger with a dark secret, she dreams that he visits her in her room ... and drinks her blood.
Love is all around, and it makes people do the strangest things. A normally quiet girl turns out to be one rockin' singer, and a guy's
girlfriend's uncanny sixth sense gets him in trouble when a female classmate drops by. Illustrations.
Symphony of Blood
Boys Be ... Volume 4
ShutterBox manga volume 1
Canticle of the Sword
Harbinger's Song
Kare Kano Volume 15

Ancient prophecy foretold of a child that would be the catalyst for the Apocalypse. Nine Grand Masters of Martial Arts try to prevent
the prophecy from being fulfilled. Now a young boy crosses paths with the child, and he's in for more kung fu action than he can
handle. Illustrations.
Master the terrifyingly effective Phoenix Eye Fist style of Chinese Kung Fu with this illustrated martial arts guide. The Secrets of
Phoenix-Eye Fist Kung-Fu depicts an enormously potent art, also known as Chuka Shaolin, that does not depend on strength or size.
Instead, it utilizes a special striking technique, the phoenix-eye fist, aimed at vital points on the opponent's body. Phoenix-Eye Fist
Kung-Fu excels at close-range fighting—an area neglected in many other martial arts—and employs a variety of lightning-fast strikes
and kicks. Due to its deadly efficacy, there is no sparring in Chuka Shaolin, but instead complex two-person practice forms are
employed—both for empty-handed fighting and for fighting with weapons—in which the practitioners fight all-out, and are protected
only by a precise knowledge of the form. With hundreds of clear photographs, The Secrets of Phoenix-Eye Fist Kung-Fu reveals: The
fundamental techniques of the empty-handed art A complete breakdown of the two-person empty-hand practice forms Detailed
instruction in Chuka Shaolin pole fighting, including the practice forms An overview of the other weapons used in Chuka Shaolin,
including the sai, the twin knives, the spear, and the farmer's hoe Special forms of Chi Kung designed to increase striking power,
increase vitality, and aid in resisting and healing injuries
Founded in 1997 by producer Anita Lee and journalist Andrew Sun, the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival is a unique
showcase of contemporary Asian cinema and work from the Asian diaspora. The festival fosters the exchange of cultural and artistic
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ideals between East and West, provides a public forum for homegrown Asian media artists and their work and fuels the growing
appreciation for Asian cinema in Canada. In Reel Asian:Asian Canada on Screen , contributors, many of them filmmakers, examine
East and Southeast Asian Canadian contributions to independent film and video. From artist-run centres, theories of hyphenation,
distribution networks and gay and lesbian cinema to F-words, new media technologies and sweet n' sour controversies, Reel Asian:
Asian Canada on Screen presents a multi-faceted picture of independent Asian film in Canada. The collection highlights the screen
as a sitefor the reflection, projection and reimagination of identities and communities, and explores the idea that 'Asian Canada' is
less a demographic category than it is a term of art. Reel Asian brings together creators of award-winning features and acclaimed
experimental shorts; critics, curators, artists and activists; enemy aliens, impersonators, ex-pats and 'Food Jammers' to explore how
history and culture have played out onscreen. Whether calling geopolitical and generic categories into question or finding new ways
of unleashing the magic of the cinematic image, theanthology showcases the ways in which Asian Canadians are making their
distinctive mark on screens from the multiplex to the iPod, across Canada and beyond. Co-published with the Toronto Reel Asian
International Film Festival, this is the first anthology of its kind, and includes a substantial selection of images and stills, as well as a
resources section providing detailed artist and distribution information. Contributors include Nobu Adilman, Jason Anderson, Leon
Aureus, Cameron Bailey,Romeo Candido, Lily Cho, Nicole Chung, David Eng, Ann Marie Fleming, Richard Fung, Monika Kin
Gagnon, Colin Geddes, Kwoi Gin, Mike Hoolboom, Alice Ming Wai Jim, Cheuk Kwan, Julia Kwan, Anita Lee, Helen Lee, Karin Lee,
Keith Lock, Pamila Matharu, Christine Miguel, Tan Hoang Nguyen, Midi Onodera, Mieko Ouchi, Alice Shih, Mina Shum, Mary
Stephen, Ho Tam, Loretta Todd, Khanhthuan Tran, Phil Tsui, Paul Wong, Su-Anne Yeo, Iris Yudai and Wayne Yung. '[The Reel
Asian Festival] strikes the best balance between cutting edge and community. Strong programming and deep roots attract a superhyphenated tribe.' - NOW Magazine
Three Shaolin princesses are separated at birth, trained in the arts of supernatural and physical combat, and transported as
reincarnated warriors into the present day to battle evil.
Aria of Lost Souls
Princess Ai manga volume 1
American Shaolin
Priest manga volume 11
Shaolin Sisters: Reborn Volume 2
The Asian Art of the Ninja Masters
Ai is the only royal princess of Ai-Land, a magical kingdom caught in the midst of a horrific
revolution. When Princess Ai makes a hasty escape from her war-torn land, she finds herself in modernPage 5/8
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day Tokyo. Confused and in shock, Ai wanders the streets in this strange new land to unravel the secrets
that could tear her and her kingdom apart...
Everybody wants a piece of Ivan Isaacs. The agents of the fallen angel Temozarela want to destroy him.
The law has a bounty on his head, not knowing that no mortal man could hope to take it. The one who
needs Ivan most of all is Coburn, a US Marshall who leads a team in an investigation of the recent
string of “unusual” incidents around the Southwest. His only lead to finding Ivan is Lizzie, former
leader of the Rebel Angels and the only surviving Witness of the St. Baldlas Massacre. Lizzie needs Ivan
too—he might be the only one who can help her cure the plague she contracted from her encounter with
Temozarela’s agents.
Reads from back to front and from right to left.
The "Encyclopedia" covers the genre from 1920 to 1994. The genre, however, can be very confusing: films
often have several titles, and many of the stars have more than one pseudonym. In an effort to clarify
some of the confusion, the authors have included all the information available to them on almost 3,300
films. Each entry includes a listing of the production company, the cast and crew, distributors, running
times, reviews with star ratings whenever possible, and alternate film titles. A list of film series and
one of the stars' pseudonyms, in addition to a 7,900 name index, are also included. Illustrated.
Shaolin Sisters Volume 2
Destitution
Shaolin Sisters Volume 5
Priest manga volume 8
Battle Royale Volume 2
Priest manga volume 5

Martial arts expert Julin Kenga races to find the two older sisters she never knew she had and prevent the evil White Queen
from capturing the powerful bells that each of them carries.
Hundreds of years ago the priest and witch hunter Betheal Gavarre tried the heretic Vascar de Guillon in a secret court. What
he realized too late was that when Vascar claimed to be the fallen Archangel Temozarela, bent on corrupting the race of man,
it was neither lie nor madman's rant. In order to contain Temozarela, Betheal drew from the lore of ancient cults to create the
Domas Porada, the Matrix of Silence. The Vatican investigators sent to investigate Betheal found no sign of him or his
creation—the fallen priest and fallen angel disappeared from history. Until now... In a forgotten abbey in the wastelands of the
America's old west, the Domas Porada has been found, and a band of researchers try tirelessly to open it, not knowing the evil
it contains.
Seventh-grader Sana Kurata must deal with being a famous child actress while also coping with her family and school mates
including bad-boy Hayama, fellow child star Naozumi, and best friend Fuka.
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Q city's summer was not as hot as other cities. As a seaside city, it had the characteristics that a seaside city should have.
Although the weather was hot, the sea breeze still gave people a chill, except for those hot-blooded teenagers in high school ...
The third high school is a comprehensive strong school in the city of Q, not the comprehensive teaching, but the
comprehensive students. There were all kinds of students here, be they poor or rich, good or bad, all of them would appear in
this school. Some of the students' parents had countless amounts of money, while some of the parents were just ordinary
workers. Some students were generous, kind and empathetic, while others were ruthless and sinister. The reason for this is
that No. 3 High School is a special school. In high school, the teaching level and promotion rate of No. 3 High School are in the
whole world.
Girl Overboard
Comics Shop
The Encyclopedia of Martial Arts Movies
Flying Kicks, Buddhist Monks, and the Legend of Iron Crotch: An Odyssey in theNe w China
The Publishers Weekly
A Choir of Wolves
Inside every human being is a "sleeping tiger"--a raw, untapped power that once harnessed, can repel aggressors of any kind. . . In this masterful book, Dr. Haha
Lung draws on the psychological origins of ancient Chinese philosophies, explores the fist fighting traditions of Chinese Kung-fu from its birth in ancient India
and introduces the extraordinary concept of the Mind Fist--the mental punch you never see coming! Ranging from nonviolent counterattacks to multiple
devastating martial arts techniques, this book includes: Mental and physical exercises to strengthen the mind and body Secrets of moshuh-nanren, the
Chinese ninja! Understanding the ways of bullies and aggressors How to prevent violence using Zhenkin, the Art of Control Three kinds of force with
which you can win physical battle How fear can be turned into focus "Ghost" strikes and takedowns Mind Fist brilliantly unlocks an ancient skill of true,
permanent self-defense--for any aspect of your life! For academic study only Dr. Haha Lung is the author of more than a dozen books on martial arts, including
Assassin!, Mind Manipulation, Ninja Shadowhand, Knights of Darkness, Mind Control: The Ancient Art of Psychological Warfare, and The Lost Fighting Arts of
Vietnam.
A man suddenly fell from the sky. Bai Tan asked, "Do you want to save him?" A certain woman righteously said, "Save him!" From then on, a man became
addicted: "Do you like your mistress or your wife? Or in my name? I'll call you Gong Qing Yun from now on! " One day, Mubai attacked, "Dad, today Mommy
touched that man's hand when she was saving him!
Bill Bryson meets Bruce Lee in this raucously funny story of one scrawny American’s quest to become a kung fu master at China’s legendary Shaolin Temple.
Growing up a ninety-pound weakling tormented by bullies in the schoolyards of Kansas, young Matthew Polly dreamed of one day journeying to the Shaolin
Temple in China to become the toughest fighter in the world, like Caine in his favorite 1970s TV series, Kung Fu. While in college, Matthew decided the time had
come to pursue this quixotic dream before it was too late. Much to the dismay of his parents, he dropped out of Princeton to spend two years training with the
legendary sect of monks who invented kung fu and Zen Buddhism. Expecting to find an isolated citadel populated by supernatural ascetics that he’d seen in
countless badly dubbed chop-socky flicks, Matthew instead discovered a tacky tourist trap run by Communist party hacks. But the dedicated monks still trained in
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the rigorous age-old fighting forms—some even practicing the “iron kung fu” discipline, in which intensive training can make various body parts virtually
indestructible (even the crotch). As Matthew grew in his knowledge of China and kung fu skill, he would come to represent the Temple in challenge matches and
international competitions, and ultimately the monks would accept their new American initiate as close to one of their own as any Westerner had ever become.
Laced with humor and illuminated by cultural insight, American Shaolin is an unforgettable coming-of-age tale of one young man’s journey into the ancient art
of kung fu—and a funny and poignant portrait of a rapidly changing China.
Shaolin Sisters Volume 3
Pangu Descendant Warrior
Kodocha: Sana's Stage Volume 6
Priest manga volume 12
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